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the  ingenious  staccato   
will transform a banqueting hall  
into a lecture room or 
a conference hall into a training 
centre in no time. 
You will find it difficult to find a 
chair more useful, more easily 
linked and arranged or storable 
in a small space. the interesting 
contour of the chair, inspired 

by modern trends in 
architecture, is a product 
of the Ito Design studio 

founded bya rmin sander. 
the modern shape is always, 
however, at the service of 
functionality.





I know what to do  
 in every situation



special linking device for 
joining the chairs into rows 
of any length, the immediate 
arrangement of a lecture hall 
is possible in no time

chairs linked in rows  
have two arms on each side 

which ensures comfort to 
people sitting side by side



the very definition 
of  ingenuity 









Back and seat  

made out of elastic plywood,  

exceptionally resistant  

to deformation.

Variety of finishes:

› wooden seat and back

› upholstered seat and wooden back

› upholstered seat and back

Stacking up to 10 pieces  

– the chairs might be arranged 

in high, vertical stacks to ensure 

economic use of storage space. 

Chairs with arms may be stored 

in the same way.

Folding seat option allows for comfortable 

passage between rows or simply space saving.

Folding arms of durable structure made out of 

resilient steel fitted with plastic pads, highly 

damage-resistant.

Organise into rows with the special 

linking device. Chair with arms on 

both sides may be linked. The chairs 

and the rows may be numbered.

Cart for transport of  

stacked up chairs. 



STaCCaTO family

STaCCaTO 4V a1

STaCCaTO 4V a1 B1 C1

STaCCaTO 4V a2

STaCCaTO 4V a2 B1 C1

STaCCaTO 4V a3

STaCCaTO 4V a3 B1 C1
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